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Scope of Work Online Examination: 

i. Responsibility to design, develop/customize, implement and 

maintain web-based software and provide online services for all 

activities related to the examination process. 

ii. The Application Software should be capable of publication of various 

notifications from time to time, generation of various MIS report as 

per the requirement of client, Mock-test students etc. for smooth 

conduct of exam.  

iii. Develops question papers (each consisting of 100 questions each) 

for each examination. These are to be shared with the University at 

least 60 days before the examination start date. Prior approval to be 

taken before deployment. 

iv. Deploys technically qualified experienced adequate manpower to 

manage the entire examination process. 

v. Responsible for complete Software management processes including 

server security and capacity. 

vi. Candidate query handling process including Customer care number 

for responding to queries. 

vii. Share details of examination like candidate logs or any other 

examination data as and when requested by the university. 

viii. Any other processes related to conduct of Examination.  

 

University: 

i. Share details of various courses for which examination needs to be 

conducted including the syllabus of course, date of examination, 

details of students engaged in various courses (in specific format). 

ii. Share ensure that question papers shared for approved or feedback 

shared with least 30 days before the examination start date so that 

there is reasonable time for processing. 

iii. Responsible for any operations or cost related to any process related to 

issuance of any certificate based on the marks received by the 

candidate in the online examination. 



iv. Inform about any change in examination like date, time, questions, 

eligible students or any other detail, at least 7 days before the 

examination start date. 

 

Scope of Work for Online Assessments  

This Scope of Work for online assessment has been divided into following three broad 

phases  

•  Pre-Examination Phase  

•  Examination Phase  

•  Post Examination Phase  

Total number of Candidates expected in the semester exams – 20,000 students 

Pre-Examination Phase  

1.  The bidder should design the application for candidates to register themselves 

for the exam and make online payment of exam fees. 

2.  The bidder should make provisions for admit card download. The candidate 

should be able to download and take a printout of the successfully filled 

applications. There may be a need to do data entry for a few manually 

submitted forms of the students if required. 

3.  Preparation of adequate number of Question paper sets of appropriate 

standards as per guidelines and requirement of BTSC and syllabus as decided 

by concerned dept. 

4.  Upload the questions and test the system to be ready for assessments.  

Examination Phase 

1. The Examination shall be computer based with the questions (in English and 

Hindi languages) being provided onscreen on a random basis, without any 

manual intervention. 

2. Sufficient time of 10-15 minutes shall be allotted before the exam for providing 

orientation to the candidates on the structure of the exam, time limits and 

guidelines for answering the question papers. 

3. Computer based exam software should support standard features such as 

display of details of candidates, detailed instruction upon login, start and 

closure of examination at scheduled time, virtual numeric scientific keypad, 

time left, flag questions for review, marking/unmarking of question, display of 



status of questions with different color and symbols, switching between 

sections, Hindi and English languages, navigation to unanswered questions 

and prompt for submission. 

 

Post Examination Phase 

1. The Bidder shall calculate marks obtained by each candidate as per 

requirement. 

2. The answers along with the calculated sheet based on the agreed ruberics 

should be provided to the university within 3 working days.  

3. The selected bidder shall provide documented inputs and support for handling 

-Candidates queries -RTI queries -Court Cases. 

4. The selected bidder shall archive the result and other examination data for 

future references after specified time. 

5. MIS generation/ customized reports: The Bidder shall provide adequate 

information to the admission section as per the requirement. 

 

 


